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FOREWORD
Founded in 1932, the Citizens Budget Commission (CBC) is a nonprofit, nonpartisan civic organization 
devoted to influencing constructive change in the finances and services of New York State and 
New York City governments. A major activity of CBC is conducting research on the financial and 
management practices of the State and the City and their authorities.

All research is overseen by a committee of trustees. This report was prepared under the auspices of 
the Economic Development and Housing Committee, which we co-chair. The other members of the 
Committee are Irene Baker, Kenneth Bond, John Breit, Lawrence Buttenwieser, Vishaan Chakrabarti, 
Jake Elghanayan, William Floyd, Bud Gibbs, Kenneth Gibbs, Barry Gosin, Martin Grant, John Hallacy, 
H. Dale Hemmerdinger, Peter Joseph, Michael Kuh, James Lipscomb, Anthony Mannarino, Robinson 
Markel, Frances Milberg, James Normile, Nancy Packes, Suzanne Shank, Alair Townsend, Jim Tozer, 
Mathew Wambua, and Edward Skyler, ex-officio.

This is the first in a two-part series examining the New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA).  This 
report focuses on the operating budget and financial management of NYCHA.  A second analysis, to 
be released in coming months, will examine NYCHA’s capital investment needs and resources.  

This report was researched by Rachel Bardin, Research Associate, and written by Rachel and Maria 
Doulis, Director of City Studies. Rahul Jain, Senior Research Associate, Haley Zernich, Research 
Associate, and Amanda Wallbrink, Research Intern, provided additional research assistance. Michael 
Dardia, Co-Director of Research, and Charles Brecher, Consulting Co-Director of Research at CBC 
and Professor Emeritus at New York University’s Robert F. Wagner Graduate School of Public Service, 
provided research and editorial guidance.  A draft of this report was reviewed by the staff of the New 
York City Housing Authority. We are grateful for their comments and suggestions; their willingness to 
help in the preparation of this report reflects their commitment to the public goals the agency serves 
but does not necessarily indicate their endorsement of any views or recommendations contained 
within it. 

Sheila Davidson, Co-Chair

Mark Willis, Co-Chair

April 29, 2015
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA) was established in 1934 to construct, operate, 
and maintain public housing for low- and middle-income individuals and families. Today NYCHA 
provides housing for more than 615,000 people through two programs: public housing and Section 
8 Housing Choice Vouchers. This report focuses on the public housing program, which houses more 
than 400,000 New York City residents in approximately 178,500 units at an annual operating cost 
of $2.6 billion. 

NYCHA has struggled with operating deficits in the last decade and continues to project deficits 
that grow to $194 million in 2019. This report provides a financial analysis that identifies reasons for 
these deficits and offers recommendations for improving NYCHA’s fiscal condition.  

The main sources of the deficits are:

• Insufficient and Unreliable Operating Subsidies – Congress consistently underfunded 
operating subsidies for public housing authorities, including NYCHA, in the last decade.  In 
addition, obtaining federal support for units built by the City and State has proceeded more 
slowly than originally planned.

• Low Nonrental Income – Only minimal income has been generated from other sources, 
including appliance charges, parking permits, commercial activity, and undeveloped land.

• Low Rent Collections – NYCHA’s average collection rate is just 77 percent, well below its 
target of 95 percent, resulting in millions of dollars in lost revenue for which NYCHA was not 
compensated. 

• High Operating Costs per Unit – NYCHA’s monthly operating costs are $320 per unit greater 
than that of a private rent-stabilized unit. Primary drivers include personnel costs due to 
generous fringe benefits, inflexible work rules, and a redundant management structure; high 
utility costs, which tenants do not pay and have no incentive to curb; operation of redundant 
community and senior centers; and limited use of outside maintenance contracts. 

NYCHA should address operating deficits through the following recommendations:

• Raise Operating Revenues – Increasing rent collection rates to NYCHA’s 95 percent target 
will generate an estimated $39 million in 2015. NYCHA can also generate more than $26 
million annually in non-rental income by increasing parking permits to market rate, increasing 
monthly fees for appliances, expanding commercial activities, and raising rent collections from 
nonprofit tenants that do not make any payments.

• Curb Expenses – Streamlining management to curtail the scope of responsibility for borough 
offices to non-redundant functions would save $7 million in 2015, growing to $33 million 
by 2019. Eliminating responsibility for community and senior centers would save $19 million 
annually and limit service provision to better-equipped City’s agencies and nonprofits.

• Improve Productivity – NYCHA should improve productivity by increasing use of Job Order 
Contracting, which streamlines and shortens the process to perform more routine maintenance; 
by negotiating work rule changes in collective bargaining to limit overtime compensation for 
work performed in the evenings and on weekends; and, in the long term, by pursuing cost 
savings through private property management companies. Reducing the operating cost gap 
between NYCHA and rent-stabilized units by 10 percent would yield $68 million in annual 
savings.
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INTRODUCTION 
The New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA) was established in 1934 to construct, operate, 
and maintain public housing for low- and middle-income individuals and families. Today NYCHA 
provides housing for more than 615,000 people through two programs: conventional public housing 
and Section 8 Housing Choice Vouchers. The public housing program includes 334 developments 
with approximately 178,500 housing units at an annual operating cost of $2.6 billion.1 The Section 
8 program expands NYCHA’s capacity beyond its physical buildings to the private rental market, 
subsidizing rent for about 90,000 households at an annual cost of $1 billion. Combined, these 
programs serve a population larger than cities such as Sacramento, Atlanta, and Miami and comprise 
more than 12 percent of the City’s rental housing units.

The City of New York has substantial influence 
over NYCHA’s operations.  First, the mayor 
appoints the entire seven-member board, 
including the salaried Chair, who serves at 
the pleasure of the mayor.2  The other six 
board members, which include three tenant 
representatives, serve staggered three-year 
terms and receive stipends based on their hours 
of work. Mayor Bill de Blasio appointed the 
current Chair and Chief Executive Officer, Shola 
Olatoye, in February 2014 and has made two 
additional appointments to the board.

Second, NYCHA has significant financial ties 
to the City. Most of the Authority’s 11,000 
employees are represented by the same unions 
as City employees and are compensated similarly.  
NYCHA receives a property tax exemption and 
periodic operating and capital support from the 
City, must meet the same stringent standard 
as the City to submit updates to its four-year 
financial plan using generally accepted accounting principles four times a year to the New York State 
Financial Control Board, and can be audited by the New York City Comptroller.3  Unlike the City, 
NYCHA’s fiscal year begins on January 1.

Figures 2a and 2b show expenses and revenues for 2013, the most recent fiscal year for which there 
are audited financial statements. Total expenses were $3.6 billion, comprised of $2.6 billion, or 71 
percent, for public housing and $1 billion for Section 8. The $3.6 billion budget includes $500 million 
in noncash expenses for depreciation and other post-employment benefits (OPEB).  Depreciation 
is an accounting concept that reflects the use and diminishing value of capital assets over time, but 
does not directly correspond to cash outlays. OPEB is the expense associated with funding future 
retiree health obligations; while NYCHA recognizes the expense on its books, there is no requirement 
to fund this obligation, and NYCHA does not do so.

NYCHA’s total revenues were $3.1 billion in 2013. Tenant income, which includes rents and fees, 
paid for a large part of the public housing program, accounting for $920 million. NYCHA also 
received substantial federal funds, including $830 million in public housing operating subsidy and 
$1 billion in Section 8 subsidy. Other funds totaled $331 million and include insurance recoveries 
from Superstorm Sandy, other federal grants, and City funding. The difference between revenues 
and expenses reflects the noncash expenses of depreciation and OPEB, as well as a $69 million 
operating deficit in that year.

Public
Housing
178,557 units 
67%

Section 8
88,467 units 
33%

Figure 1: NYCHA's Public Housing
and Section 8 Units, 2014 

Source: Data provided by New York City Housing Authority.
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This report focuses on the finances and management of NYCHA’s public housing program. The 
Section 8 Housing Choice Voucher Program is excluded because it is distinct from public housing and 
operates under a separate contract with the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 
(HUD). Using federal funds, NYCHA awards tenants vouchers that provide for the difference between 
30 percent of their income and private market rent.  

Unlike other landlords NYCHA is limited in its ability to raise rents and relies on a federal operating 
subsidy for 40 percent of its operating income.  While federal subsidies were once a generous 
funding stream, waning political support for public housing has reduced the subsidies available. 
NYCHA has not revamped its operations in response; its rent collection rate is poor, it has not 
vigorously pursued opportunities to increase nonrental income, and it has not executed its gap-
closing plans in an effective manner. Its monthly operating costs remain high— $936 per unit in 
2012, compared to $616 per rent-stabilized unit.

NYCHA has turned to the City for help, and Mayors Michael Bloomberg and Bill de Blasio and 
members of the City Council have dedicated additional City resources for operations, capital repairs, 
and safety concerns. Despite that additional assistance, NYCHA continues to struggle to balance its 
books, and its financial plan projects an operating deficit for public housing of $98.2 million in 2015 
that grows to $194.2 million by 2019. 

This report provides a financial analysis that explains NYCHA’s operating model, identifies reasons 
for operating deficits, and offers recommendations for improving NYCHA’s fiscal condition.  

Figure 2a:  NYCHA's 2013 Expenses
(dollars in millions)

Source: New York City Housing Authority, Comprehensive Annual Financial
Report for the Years Ended December 31, 2013 and 2012.

. 
Public Housing

$2,580

Section 8 
$1,045

$3,625

Figure 2b:  NYCHA's 2013 Revenues
(dollars in millions)

Source: New York City Housing Authority, Comprehensive Annual Financial
Report for the Years Ended December 31, 2013 and 2012. 

$3,120
Other, $331

Section 8 Subsidy
$1,038

Tenant Income
$920

Federal Operating Subsidy
$830
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF PUBLIC HOUSING IN NEW YORK CITY 
NYCHA was created to address two substantial problems plaguing New York City during the 1930s: 
poor living conditions in tenements and high unemployment.  In the midst of the Great Depression, 
the unemployment rate reached 25 percent citywide.4 Housing conditions in the city’s tenement 
buildings were abysmal, characterized by crowding, rodent infestations, little sunlight, and poor or 
nonexistent sanitary facilities.  Attempts to improve conditions through zoning law changes and to 
increase housing supply through limited dividend corporations were ineffective.5

State and local leaders responded with increased government intervention.  The New York State 
Municipal Housing Authority Law (MHAL) of 1934 allowed cities to create local housing authorities 
that could exercise eminent domain to clear slums and build low-income housing.  The MHAL 
empowered local housing authorities to issue debt to be repaid by tenant rents without voter 
approval; neither the State nor municipalities would be liable for the debt as the authorities would 
be distinct legal entities.6 Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia created NYCHA in 1934.

Subsequent legislative actions further expanded the available funding streams for low-income 
housing.  In 1938 a constitutional change enabled the State and local governments to allocate 
money from their general funds for capital or periodic subsidies to housing authorities, as well as to 
incur debt directly to finance low-income housing.7  The New York State Public Housing Law of 1939 
gave municipalities greater control over development; in New York City, the Board of Estimate and 
the City Planning Commission were authorized to approve all public housing projects, ensuring the 
City’s loans or subsidies were approved in the same manner as other capital projects.8  For State-
subsidized projects, the law required the City to provide a subsidy of equal value, though this could 
be in the form of a property tax exemption.9 

Federal funding from the Public Works Administration and other New Deal programs was available 
to support the development of early public housing projects, but the federal government did not 
create a true public housing program until the enactment of the U.S. Housing Act of 1937.10 The 
1937 law established the U.S. Housing Authority, later succeeded by the Department of Housing 
and Urban Development (HUD), to disburse capital funds and annual subsidies to local housing 
authorities with the goal of eradicating slums and creating safe and sanitary housing conditions for 
low-income families.11 

With this additional federal funding, NYCHA began to ramp up construction and operation of public 
housing. While only 4 developments were constructed and occupied in the 1930s, 21 were completed 
in the 1940s, and 65 in the 1950s. Construction peaked in the 1960s and 1970s, when a total of 
164 developments, about half of today’s total, were built. (See Figure 3.)  The pace of construction 
subsequently declined, but continued into the last decade.  Three-fourths of the developments were 
backed by federal dollars.
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Differing Financial Models 

The differences in financing sources had 
important implications for tenant mix, rent 
levels, and ultimately, the financial viability of 
the developments.  The federal model, through 
which the vast majority of units were built, 
provided debt service subsidies large enough to 
pay for the entire capital cost of buildings. Debt 
service costs were substantial: in 1961 they 
comprised 40 percent of the federal program’s 
expenses.  As a result, in federally sponsored 
developments, NYCHA rents were set to 
cover only operating expenses, enabling these 
developments to serve low-income families.

In contrast, in City-funded developments, 
NYCHA was expected to collect sufficient rent 
to fund operations and to repay the debt issued 
to construct the developments.12 There were 
few restrictions on rent and rent increases, 
allowing these developments to serve working 
families.  State-backed developments received 
debt service subsidies, but rents and tenants 
were not as strictly regulated as in federally 
sponsored developments.

Income eligibility varied significantly between 
the federal and city programs. For example, in 
1961 the maximum income level for a family 

Table 1: Average Rent, and Maximum
Income for a Family of Three in

NYCHA by City, State, and
Federal Program, Selected Years 

Notes : In 1961 and 1971 maximum income a l lowed varied by
development; the figures are averages for a fami ly of three
weighted by number of units . By 1984 NYCHA adopted uniform
maximum income cri teria . 

Sources: New York City Housing Authority, Annual Fiscal Reports for
fiscal years 1961, 1971, and 1981, Consolidated Statement of Income
and Expenses for Projects in Full Operation; and New York City Housing
Authority, Development Data Books for 1961, 1971, and 1981.
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of three was $4,680 in the federal program, $4,990 in the state program, and $6,452 in the city 
program ($37,054, $39,509, and $51,084, respectively in 2014 dollars)— a difference of 38 percent 
between the federal and city programs.  Income requirements varied until 1984, when NYCHA 
adopted uniform maximum income criteria.

Average rents in State and City units were lower than on the private market, but consistently higher 
than those in the federal program.  For example, in 1961 average monthly rents per unit were $56, 
$63, and $85 in federal-, state-, and city-sponsored units, respectively. In 2014 dollars, this would 
be $443, $499, and $673, respectively.13 As Figure 4 shows, the difference in rents among the three 
programs widened over time.  

How the Federal Model Became Dominant 

NYCHA began to experience regular operating deficits by the late 1960s, as operating expenses 
began to rapidly outpace rental income; however, the federal, State and City programs fared 
differently.   Higher rents in City-sponsored units meant that the City program did not experience 
regular operating deficits until 1982, although the City began providing a debt service subsidy 
in 1969.  In contrast, deficits began in 1967 for the State and federal programs.  Rents at these 
developments were insufficient to cover growing expenses, and limited operating subsidies began 
for the State program in 1969 and for the federal program in 1971.  

Federal subsidies were authorized to compensate housing authorities for depressed rental income 
resulting from the 1971 Brooke Amendment, which capped rent at 25 percent of income (increased 
to 30 percent in 1981) for tenants in all federal developments.14  Subsequently HUD established the 
Performance Funding System, which set a base subsidy for each authority’s operating costs, to be 
inflated annually.15 

Figure 4: Average Monthly Rent per NYCHA Dwelling Unit,
City, State, and Federal Programs, 1961-1991

Federal State City

Note: Annual Fiscal Reports are unavailable after 1991.

Source: New York City Housing Authority, Annual Fiscal Reports for fiscal years 1961 to 1991, Consolidated Statement of Income and Expenses for
Projects in Full Operation.
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The availability of regular, predictable federal operating subsidies had important financial and social 
consequences. First, the per-unit subsidy was typically greater than what was provided by the 
State and City.  This made it made it attractive for NYCHA to convert State- and City-sponsored 
developments to federal sponsorship. By 1981, 59 of the 85 City and State developments had been 
transferred. In 1995 NYCHA transferred 5 more, leaving 21 State- and City- funded developments. 

Second, federal subsidies required NYCHA to abide by strict federal guidelines for tenant admission. 
Starting in 1981 these guidelines limited at least 90 percent of admissions to extremely low-income 
families (below 50 percent of the area median income, which was approximately $13,000, or 
$38,000 in today’s dollars) and introduced additional preferences for families that were homeless, 
severely cost burdened, or living in substandard housing.16 Over time admission requirements across 
all developments conformed to federal guidelines.  Consequently, the share of working families 
declined from 48 percent in 1985 to 30 percent in 1995.  Tenant revenue stagnated, increasing at an 
average annual rate of just 1 percent in the 1990s.  In 1998 federal rules on admissions were relaxed 
to allow for greater rates of admission to working families and to eliminate preferences.17

As a result of these changes, NYCHA serves predominantly low-income households and is highly 
reliant on large federal operating subsidies to subsidize their rent.   Despite strong early involvement by 
the State and City, they ceased providing annual operating subsidies in 1998 and 2003, respectively.  
NYCHA successfully gained federal support for 15,100 of the 20,000 former State and City units by 
2014, with the remainder expected to receive federal support over time.   

As a result, federal support is a critical source of revenue to NYCHA. As the following section 
will show, this support has faltered in the last decade, and NYCHA can take action to address the 
resulting deficits.
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SOURCES OF OPERATING STRESS
This section analyzes the financial condition of NYCHA’s public housing program from 2003 to 2013, 
the last year for which there are audited financial statements.  As exhibited in Figure 5, NYCHA 
experienced deficits in seven of these years.  The deficits averaged approximately $40 million annually 
and totaled $450 million over the period. The most recent deficits stemmed from a HUD initiative 
to take “excess” reserves from public housing authorities in 2012 and from federal sequestration 
in 2013. Note these estimates exclude the two large noncash expenses for depreciation and other 
postemployment benefits (OPEB); if these costs are included deficits averaged more than$600 
million annually.  NYCHA recognizes these expenses for accounting purposes in its annual reports, 
but it is not required to make any cash outlays to fund these expenses and does not include them 
in its financial plan.

The most important sources of fiscal stress are: 

1. Operating subsidies have been restricted. For several decades federal subsidies provided 
regular, relatively generous funding support, but the reliance on this source became problematic 
as federal support declined. When Congressional appropriations fell short of the full amounts 
due under the federal operating subsidy formula, HUD prorated subsidies to public housing 
authorities throughout the country, including NYCHA. In addition, obtaining federal support 
for units built by the City and State has proceeded more slowly than originally planned.

2. Operating income has not been maximized.  NYCHA has not vigorously pursued opportunities 
to increase nonrental income, such as parking and utility fees and commercial and nonprofit 
rent.  Commercial activity generates less than one-half of one percent of the public housing 
budget. 

3. Operating costs are high. NYCHA’s monthly per-unit operating costs are $936, $320 greater 

Total Operating Expenses, Less OPEB and Depreciation
Revenues

Note: Excludes expenses and revenues for Section 8 Project-Based and Housing Choice Vouchers Programs. Includes payments for retiree health care.

Source: New York City Housing Authority, Comprehensive Annual Financial Report for fiscal years 2003 to 2013. 

Figure 5: NYCHA’S Public Housing Expenses and Revenues, 2003-2013
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than those of the average rent-stabilized apartment (excluding property taxes paid by private 
units). Factors contributing to this disparity include:

• High personnel costs due to high fringe benefit costs and inefficient work rules that 
result in maintenance requests being addressed on overtime;

• High utility costs, likely due to excessive energy use and a limited energy conservation 
program; 

• Inefficient use of outside maintenance contracts; 

• A multilayered management structure with redundant functions at the central, borough, 
and property levels; and,

• Continued operation of community and senior centers that are outside its mission.

4. Gap-closing plans have not been implemented. Though NYCHA proposed a series of 
initiatives to close recurring gaps in 2006 and in 2011, it failed to implement them fully or in 
a timely manner.

Table 2: NYCHA's Public Housing Revenues and Expenses, 2013
(dollars in thousands)

Notes : Public housing expenses are estimated using the Financial Data Schedule totals and excluding expenses from the Housing Choice Vouchers 
Program, Mainstream Voucher Program, and New Construction/Substantial Rehabilitation Section 8 Program. Includes cash payments made to retirees 
for health care expenses.

Sources: CBC Analysis of New York City Housing Authority, Comprehensive Annual Financial Report for the Years Ended December 31, 2013 and 2012,
Financial Data Schedules of Revenues and Expenses and Basic Financial Statements.  

EXPENSES $2,133,793
Personal Service $1,106,062
Salaries $669,267
Fringe Benefits (Excludes
OPEB) $436,795

Other than Personal
Service $1,027,731

Utilities $567,503
Maintenance Contracts
& Supplies $134,685

Insurance Premiums $117,734
Protective Services Contracts $63,312
PILOTs $25,700
Other $118,797

DEFICIT ($68,594)

REVENUES $2,065,199
Operating Revenues $965,863

Tenant Rent $900,443
Tenant Fees and Charges $19,566
Commercial Rent $13,575
Other $32,279

Subsidies $972,796
HUD Operating Subsidy $830,264
Capital Funds Used for
Operating Purposes $58,958

NYC Support for Community
& Senior Centers $16,007

FEMA Reimbursements for
Superstorm Sandy $12,668

Other $54,899
Other $126,540

Insurance Recoveries Related
to Sandy $122,319

Investment Income $4,221
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Revenues

Subsidies and tenant revenues totaled $2.1 billion in 2013. The largest revenue source was tenant 
revenue at $920 million, comprising 45 percent of the total. Federal operating subsidies of $830 
million were 40.6 percent and other subsidies, including one-time grants and capital funds used for 
operating purposes, were about $140 million, or 7 percent.  Revenues from commercial activity and 
nonprofits totaled $14 million.  All other revenues include investment income and capital asset sales 
and are typically minor, but in 2013 include $122 million in insurance recoveries related to damage 
suffered during Superstorm Sandy.

Federal Operating Subsidy
Since 1971 NYCHA has relied upon the federal operating subsidy to compensate for mandated 
low rents.  To receive this subsidy, NYCHA must detail its compliance with HUD requirements in 
its annual plan.  If HUD approves the plan it enters into an Annual Contributions Contract (ACC) 
to provide funding under a formula known as the Operating Fund Rule, the funding formula which 
succeeded the Performance Funding System.  The subsidy is calculated as the difference between 
expenses and rental income, so increases in rental income generally decrease the subsidy, all else 
being equal. (See Appendix A for an explanation of the Operating Fund Rule.)

In recent years, the federal operating subsidy has been not been sufficient to fund NYCHA’s public 
housing operations for two reasons. First, since 2003 Congressional appropriations have fallen short 
of what the Operating Fund Rule calculates is necessary for all public housing authorities.  When 
this occurs, HUD prorates the amount provided to each authority.  NYCHA is the nation’s largest 
public housing authority, and its subsidies are typically prorated at the same rate as those of other 
housing authorities.18 Table 3 shows NYCHA’s federal operating subsidies from 2003 to 2013, the 
proration rate, and the shortfall from formula-determined eligibility. In 2013 NYCHA received $180 
million less than the formula amount, which translates to about $84 per unit lost per month, due to 
the proration as well as a HUD recapture of “excess reserves” held by NYCHA. 

Figure 6:  NYCHA Public Housing Operating Revenues, 2003-2013
Tenant Revenue Federal Operating Subsidy Other Subsidies All Other Revenues

Source: New York City Housing Authority, Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports for fiscal years 2003 to 2013.

Note: Federal operating subsidies do not include Section 8 Housing Choice Voucher Program. All Other Revenues includes investment income,
insurance recoveries related to September 11th and Superstorm Sandy, and revenue from commerical activities. Tenant Revenue includes rent, fees, and 
charges. 
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Second, the subsidy only supports occupied 
public housing units listed in the ACC.19  NYCHA 
continued to operate 20,170 units built by 
the State and City (after the State and City 
eliminated their annual operating support for 
these units in 1998 and 2003, respectively) 
without any additional federal support. 

Two plans have been approved to provide 
federal operating subsidies for these units. 
HUD approved the first plan in 2008, 
authorizing NYCHA to convert 8,400 of the 
20,170 unsubsidized units to the Section 8 
program over three years. This enabled NYCHA 
to receive annual funds for these units under 
its Section 8 contract with HUD, as opposed to 
the public housing ACC; however, the plan was 
conditional on tenants voluntarily agreeing to 
switch to Section 8 support. As of October 31, 
2014, NYCHA converted approximately 3,350 
units, leaving more than 5,000 of the 8,400 
units still unsubsidized due to lack of tenant 
agreement.

The second plan secured public housing 
operating subsidies for the remaining 11,700 
units through the American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act of 2009.20 The law enabled 
NYCHA to receive more than $400 million of 
public funds and private loans to rehabilitate these developments. NYCHA began receiving regular 
annual operating subsidies starting in 2010 ($15 million in 2010, $62 million in 2011, $60 million in 
2012, and $54 million in 2013).21 

Because the first plan resulted in fewer voluntary conversions to Section 8 than expected, 5,000 
units remain with no dedicated federal operating support.  A December 2014 audit by the City 
Comptroller estimated foregone Section 8 revenue totaled $263 million from June 2011 through 
October 2014. 22  

Other Subsidies
Other subsidies vary annually; between 2003 and 2013 they averaged $115 million.  These subsidies 
can be broadly categorized as additional federal reimbursements for exceptional circumstances such 
as Superstorm Sandy; targeted City support in response to NYCHA’s appeals; and federal capital 
funds diverted for operating purposes. The City also provides a property tax exemption that averaged 
$380 million annually over the same period.

In City fiscal year 2006 the City provided approximately $100 million in “transitional” operating 
support, intended to provide a financial backstop for NYCHA as it increased rents, implemented an 
efficiency program, and applied for greater federal aid. 23 In the past few years, the City has taken over 
the operations of the bulk of NYCHA’s community and senior centers in a program meant to provide 
sufficient services for all NYCHA residents and to free up NYCHA funds for housing purposes.  This 
began with $18 million for senior centers in City fiscal year 2009 and was followed by $58 million for 
both senior and community centers in fiscal years 2013 and 2014. The City provided an additional 

Table 3: NYCHA’s Federal Operating
Subsidy and Proration Rates,

2003-2013 

Sources: New York City Housing Authority, Operating & Capital Plans
Calendar Years 2014-2018 (December 18, 2013), p. 6; and  New York
City Housing Authority, Comprehensive Annual Financial Report for Fiscal
Years Ended December 31, 2013 and 2012. 

Federal
Operating

SubsidyYear Proration

Above/
(Below)
Formula

(dollars in millions)

2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

$719
$752
$732
$799
$780
$813
$872
$940
$903
$896
$830

95%
98%
89%
86%
83%
89%
88%

103%
100%

89%
82%

($40)
($14)

($111)
($113)
($155)
($101)
($115)

$26
$0

($117)
($180)
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$17 million to delay the closure of remaining centers in City fiscal year 2015.24 

In City fiscal year 2013, the City provided $10 million to train residents to provide repair work 
and reauthorized this funding in 2014.25 Mayor de Blasio and the City Council further increased 
operating support, relieving NYCHA from payment for police services (required since the Housing 
Police merged into the NYPD in 1994) for part of fiscal year 2014 and all of fiscal year 2015— a total 
of $120 million.26 The City’s Preliminary Budget for Fiscal Year 2016 proposes eliminating the police 
payment permanently. 

NYCHA also relies upon flexibility in the rules for federal capital aid to support its operations. HUD 
allows public housing authorities to use up to 20 percent of federal aid provided for capital purposes 
for operations.  Between 2003 and 2012, NYCHA used $338 million in capital grants to underwrite 
its operations, contributing to the deterioration of its building stock.27  NYCHA relied extensively 
on these grants to balance its books between 2004 and 2006, when it diverted 20 percent of its 
annual capital grant, about $70 million a year.  In 2007 it transferred 13 percent of the grant, and in 
subsequent years less than 10 percent. Capital grants awarded in 2012 and 2013 were not diverted; 
however, NYCHA used capital funds diverted from prior year grants, totaling $21 million in 2012 
and $59 million in 2013. 

Tenant Revenues
NYCHA is limited in its ability to raise revenues through rent increases. (For a detailed discussion 
of how NYCHA rents are set, see Appendix B.)  Rents cannot exceed 30 percent of tenant income, 
and NYCHA’s tenants are, on average, poorer, underemployed and older than other New Yorkers.  
Annual household income was $23,150 for NYCHA households in 2013, compared to $63,608 for 
rental households in New York City. As shown in Table 4, less than half of NYCHA’s households have 
at least one employed person and well over a third of households are headed by seniors, who tend 
to have low, fixed incomes. 

Many NYCHA tenants do not move out of their apartments and essentially age in place, a phenomenon 

Timeline: New York City Operating Support for NYCHA
By City Fiscal Year
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resident training 
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of labor settle-
ments
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maining commu-
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centersAnnually throughout the period – Property tax 

exemption worth $517.4 million in 2015
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that has increased in the past 30 years. In 1985 the average number of years that a family lived in 
a NYCHA apartment was 13.2; by 2003, this had increased to 18.0 years, and most recently in 
2013, the average stay was 21.3 years.28 Long tenures result in poor utilization of apartments as 
family composition changes over time and also prevent more than 247,000 wait-listed families from 
moving in.29 

NYCHA’s tenant revenues also suffer because NYCHA’s rent collection rate is poor.  In December 
2013 NYCHA’s monthly collection rate was 77 percent, significantly below its target rate of 95 
percent.30 Uncollected rent totaled $46.8 million in 2013.31 If NYCHA met its 95 percent target rate 
in collections, it would have collected $36.6 million more in rent. 

NYCHA generates additional revenue from parking fees. It has 599 parking lots with 19,300 spaces 
that serve tenants and nonresidents.32 Parking fees were increased in 2006 to $75 per year for 
most residents and $60 for seniors and tenants with disabilities— just $6.25 and $5 per month, 
respectively.  NYCHA did not increase parking fees again until May 2013 as it began to implement a 
Reserved Parking Program in 43 developments (9,000 parking spaces) to eliminate the less expensive 
non-reserved parking spot option.33 Fees increased to $340 per year for most residents and $272 
per year for senior and disabled residents.  

HUD subsidizes utilities through the operating formula, but NYCHA can charge for excessive utility 
use and retain this revenue, which it currently does by charging for additional appliances. In the past 
11 years, NYCHA increased utility charges just once. In 2006 monthly appliance fees increased from 
$7 to $10 for air conditioners, from $8 to $10 for freezers, and from $3 to $5 for dishwashers; 
monthly fees of $5.75 for washing machines were initiated that year as well.  Since 2003 revenue 
from these tenant fees and charges grew threefold from $6.1 million to $19.6 million.

All Other Revenues
Commercial and nonprofit tenants generate minimal income: $13.6 million in 2013, up from $11.3 
million in 2010, the first year NYCHA isolated this revenue stream in its annual report.

NYCHA has made a concerted effort to increase commercial revenues, increasing occupancy rates at 
its 159 commercial spaces from 60 percent to 91 percent over the past decade.  Some commercial 
spaces remain vacant because they require significant capital improvements.  NYCHA charges market 

Table 4: Comparison of Select Economic Indicators by Household: 
NYCHA, NYC Rental, and All New York City, 2013 

Notes : NYCHA's definition of senior is 62+ while NYC households are 65+.

Sources: All Indicators for NYCHA Households: New York City Housing Authority, Comprehensive Annual Financial Report for the Years Ended
December 31, 2013 and 2012, p. 136. Mean Annual Income and Share of Employed Household for NYC Renters: CBC staff analysis of Public Use
Microdata from U.S. Census Bureau based on specified renter units, American Community Survey, 2013, One-Year Estimates. All Indicators for NYC
Households and Share of Senior-Headed Households Among NYC Renters: U.S. Census Bureau, 2013 One-Year American Community Survey DP03:
Selected Economic Characteristics; and U.S. Census Bureau, 2013 One-Year American Community Survey B08202: Household Size by Number of Workers
in Households; and U.S. Census Bureau, 2013 One-Year American Community Survey S2502: Demographic Characteristics for Occupied Housing Units.
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rate rents for commercial renters, but not necessarily for nonprofit groups.  Though the activities of 
many nonprofits are subsidized by city contracts and often include specific funding for rent, many 
nonprofit groups pay low or no rent for use of NYCHA facilities.

Expenses

NYCHA has high operating costs that contribute substantially to its deficits. On a per-unit basis, 
NYCHA’s monthly costs are significantly higher than those of an average rent-stabilized apartment in 
New York City. In 2012, the most recent year with comparable data, NYCHA’s monthly per-unit costs 
were $949 compared to $841 for a rent-stabilized unit.   When taxes are excluded, these monthly 
per-unit costs were $936 and $616, respectively. In other words, NYCHA spent $320 more per unit 
per month than landlords spent to operate an average rent-stabilized apartment.34

Personnel Costs
High operating costs are explained largely by NYCHA’s high personnel costs, including salaries and 
wages, health care, pensions, and other benefits.  NYCHA employs more than 11,000 people and 
provides retirement benefits to 8,500 retirees. Employee compensation policies are established by 
the City of New York: NYCHA’s employees are represented by the same unions as City employees 
and, for the most part, receive the same compensation, although NYCHA determines its own staffing 
levels.  

More than three-quarters of NYCHA’s employees operate and maintain housing developments.35 The 
International Brotherhood of Teamsters Union Local 237 represents approximately 8,000 NYCHA 
employees involved with frontline operations, including housing managers, housing assistants, 
caretakers, groundskeepers, maintenance workers, elevator mechanics, carpenters, plasterers, 
housing guards, and heating plant technicians.36 

Sources: City of New York, Mayor's Office of Operations, Mayor's Management Report 2014 (September 2014), p. 271;  and New York City Rent
Guidelines Board, Housing NYC: Rents, Markets & Trends 2014 (2014), pp. 30-31.

$949
Other Expenses

$936

PILOTs
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Taxes
$225

Figure 7: Monthly Operating Costs per Unit, Including Utilities, 
NYCHA vs. Rent-Stabilized Unit, 2012
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These employees have rigid work rules that can 
be costly. The Teamsters contract with NYCHA 
stipulates workers must be paid overtime if they 
work on weekends or outside of the hours of 
8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on weekdays, which is 
an uncommon limitation, even for other public 
sector workers. NYCHA spent $84 million 
in overtime in 2014, and made attempts to 
curtail overtime by eliminating nonemergency, 
unscheduled overtime; however, that resulted 
in increased response time for work order 
requests.37  NYCHA and the City are in the midst 
of contract negotiations for these employees 
and have expressed an interest in negotiating 
more flexible work schedules.

NYCHA also provides fringe benefits on par 
with those provided by the City. New York City’s 
health and pension policies are generous relative 
to other large private and public employers: 
employees can vest in a defined benefit pension 
and retiree health benefits after 10 years of 
employment; employees make modest contributions toward their pensions; most employees and 
retirees do not contribute toward the cost of their health insurance premiums; and retirees over age 
65 and their spouses are reimbursed for the full cost of Medicare Part B premiums, a rare practice 
even among public employers.38 

Moreover, many NYCHA employees are in titles designated “physically taxing,” which entitles them 
to retire at age 50 after 25 years of service instead of at age 62 as required for most civilian City 
employees.39 In 2012, 29 percent of NYCHA’s employees were eligible to retire compared to just 19 
percent across other City agencies.40

Fringe benefits increased 35 percent since 2003. Total salaries and wages grew just 1.0 percent 
annually, or 10.8 percent in total, between 2003 and 2013 compared to pension costs that increased 
1,045 percent from $13.5 million to $156 million in the same period. Health care and other benefits 
are also costly, accounting for $236 million in 2013. 

Because NYCHA itself cannot change benefits, it has attempted to control rising labor costs through 
workforce reductions.  Nonetheless, though total headcount declined by 24 percent from 14,857 
in 2003 to 11,269 in 2013, costs per employee grew 78 percent from $54,361 to $96,990. (See 
Figure 9.)

Reductions and frequent turnover in maintenance personnel left NYCHA ill-equipped to keep up 
with maintenance requirements: in 2012 open work orders peaked at 423,000 after Superstorm 
Sandy.41 They decreased to 77,600 in May 2014 but have since increased to 112,560 as of January 
2015, likely due to stresses on properties and equipment caused by exceptionally brutal winter 
weather.  This brings repair needs to a level that once again exceeds NYCHA’s manageable workload 
of 90,000 open work orders.42  

Significant progress has been made in addressing the maintenance backlog, but problems persist: 
it still takes 9.5 hours to resolve emergency service requests, more than two weeks to resolve 
non-emergency requests, and about a month to perform repairs.43 Poor response times result 
in apartments that stay vacant for lengthy periods of time: the average time to prepare a vacant 

Figure 8: NYCHA's Workforce, 2014 

Note: This figure represents projected headcount distribution in
NYCHA's financial plan.

Source: New York City Housing Authority, Operating & Capital Plans:
Calendar Years 2014-2018 (December 18, 2013), p. 12.
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apartment for occupancy is 36.1 days and the average time an apartment is vacant is 66.7 days– 
more than two months.44 A 2012 audit found 319 vacant units had been empty for more than seven 
years, resulting in lost rents of $1.4 million each year.45

Poor response times are also attributable to NYCHA’s multilayered management structure, including 
central offices, borough-wide management, and property-level staff. 46  Property-level managers 
have less decision-making authority than their counterparts at other large property management 
companies and public housing authorities; instead there is shared accountability with borough-level 
management.  This limits property managers’ abilities to address residents’ concerns and complete 
repairs.47

Utility Costs
In 2012 an average NYCHA unit incurred more 
than $250 in utility costs per month compared to 
$200 for an average rent-stabilized apartment.48 
NYCHA’s tenants do not pay directly for any 
utilities and HUD subsidizes the costs through 
the operating formula, providing little incentive 
to control costs.49 These costs are relatively high 
even though NYCHA benefits from reduced 
electricity and gas rates through the New York 
Power Authority. 

Since 2003 NYCHA’s total utility costs, 
excluding associated labor, have grown 75 
percent from $326 million to $570 million in 
2013.  Water costs drove much of the increase, 
growing 9.2 percent annually, in step with New 
York City’s annual water rate increases, which 

Total Cost per Employee Employee Headcount

Note: Includes NYCHA employees who administer the Section 8 Housing Choice Vouchers Program. Includes NYCHA's pension contributions for
current and future retirees; excludes all other post-employment benefits.

Source: CBC Staff Analysis of New York City Housing Authority, Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports for the fiscal years 2003 to 2013.

Figure 9: NYCHA Employee Headcount and Costs Per Employee, 
2003-2013
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averaged 8.9 percent. Electricity costs nearly doubled since 2003, but these costs have declined 
slightly in recent years, dropping about 3.6 percent from 2011 to 2013.  In 2007 NYCHA started an 
energy conservation program that included installing compact fluorescent lamps and replacing aged 
domestic heaters with steam water heater devices.50

Though HUD includes utility costs in determining the operating subsidy, growth in utility bills can 
negatively affect the bottom line if not contained. In years when the federal operating subsidy 
is prorated, high utility expenses crowd out other spending. Additionally, the subsidy formula 
includes an incentive to reduce consumption relative to a rolling base consumption level; if current 
levels increase, NYCHA must absorb 75 percent of the increase through a reduced subsidy, but if 
consumption decreases, it can retain 75 percent of the decrease. HUD also provides an incentive 
for Energy Performance Contracts (EPCs) in which authorities retain savings generated by reduced 
consumption through physical improvements funded by a non-HUD source such as a bank, utility, 
or government entity, but under a HUD-approved plan.51

In 2012 NYCHA engaged in an EPC with HUD, but its scope and resulting impact were minimal. Bank 
of America Public Capital Corporation provided an $18 million loan to install new boilers, upgrade the 
computerized heating automated system, and replace domestic hot water tanks with instantaneous 
hot water heaters in 800 buildings.52 A 2014 audit by the New York City Comptroller’s Office found 
that the EPC was less ambitious than other plans approved by HUD for smaller authorities. While 
NYCHA’s plan would result in savings of $100 for each unit covered, the Chicago Housing Authority 
EPC plan would save $3,529 per unit.  NYCHA had previously failed to earn HUD approval for a 
more comprehensive effort because of its failure to comply with HUD regulations.53 NYCHA did earn 
HUD approval of a $100 million EPC to replace boilers, heating systems and lighting in April 2015.54 

Contracted Maintenance and Supplies
Spending on maintenance contracts and supplies declined 19 percent since 2003.  In 2004 NYCHA 
reported increased expenses from pension costs, uncollectible accounts, and other expenses were 
offset by a 33 percent decline in funding for supplies and contracts.55 Between 2003 and 2013, the 
share of total public housing spending on maintenance and supplies declined from 11 percent to 6 
percent.  

NYCHA recently began exploring Job Order Contracting (JOC) for maintenance and capital work.56 
JOCs streamline and shorten the procurement process by awarding one contract to fund a variety of 
small, noncomplex, repetitive jobs with minimal design requirements at a site. They can be more cost-
effective because all jobs have fixed prices and the time it takes for the contractor to start work once 
a need is identified is greatly reduced. 57 NYCHA entered into a handful of capital and maintenance 
JOC contracts between 2011 and 2013, but it did not award any such contracts in 2014. 

NYCHA reported in 2014 that the JOC process reduced the total master contracts NYCHA was 
required to administer and offered NYCHA greater flexibility to better align job size with contractor 
abilities.  A report by the Department of Investigation found the JOCs reduced the procurement 
cycle for the six contracts approved in 2013 from four months to one month.58

Spending on Noncore Functions
In 2014 NYCHA spent $17 million to operate 24 community and 33 senior centers. These costs are 
worth highlighting because they relate to a distinct responsibility undertaken by NYCHA outside 
its core functions—one that is often identified by NYCHA officials as a target of potential expense 
reduction during times of fiscal stress.59 According to the Boston Consulting Group study, 37 percent 
of the expense of running these programs is overhead—compared to 15 percent for best-in-class 
operations.60 
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In 2013 the City developed a plan to provide community and senior services to all of NYCHA’s 
population by assuming operations of 49 centers at a cost to the City of $26 million annually. NYCHA 
opted to retain operational responsibility for 57 smaller centers and costs for 165 employees and 
received City funds totaling $16 million in 2013 and $17 million in 2014 to avoid layoffs. 

Gap-Closing Efforts

Since 2003 NYCHA crafted two detailed gap-closing plans, the first in 2006 and the second in 2011. 
The 2006 “Plan to Preserve Public Housing” included two key initiatives to raise recurring revenues: 
Section 8 conversions of all City and State housing units and “Targeted Rent Reform.” Both initiatives 
fell short of their goals.  The Section 8 conversions were voluntary and required some tenants to pay 
more rent or move to smaller units; approximately 5,000 units remained unconverted as of October 
2014 even though NYCHA had expected to complete the initiative by 2011. The Comptroller’s 
2014 audit found NYCHA exercised insufficient outreach despite low conversion rates, and it did not 
adjust its financial plan accordingly.61

Through Targeted Rent Reform, NYCHA aimed to increase total revenue by raising rents. While 
rent increases typically reduce the operating subsidy, HUD granted an exception in 2005 to 
permit housing authorities to increase rents without reducing the subsidy.62 In 2006, 27 percent of 
households paid a “flat rent” less than 30 percent of income.  (See discussion in Appendix B.)  Though 
Targeted Rent Reform succeeded in raising revenues, yielding more than $200 million since 2007, 
it failed to substantially increase the share of tenants paying 30 percent of income. Today 35,000 
households still pay flat rents less than 30 percent of their income. 63 NYCHA can no longer benefit 
from Targeted Rent Reform because the exemption granted expired in federal fiscal year 2009. In 
fact, HUD is requiring all public housing authorities to phase in flat rent increases as a federal cost-
saving measure to reduce operating subsidies. Targeted Rent Reform, therefore, represents a missed 
opportunity for NYCHA to retain additional revenue through rent increases. 

NYCHA’s subsequent gap-closing plan in 2011, “Plan NYCHA: A Roadmap for Preservation,” included 
several unrealized initiatives, such as reducing central office and administrative costs and reinvesting 
savings in property-level management.  A proposal for “infill” development, or leasing NYCHA land 
(for example, parking lots) for construction of mixed-income housing, stalled in the face of strong 
tenant opposition. NYCHA had projected infill development would generate $30 to $50 million per 
year in additional revenue. 64

NYCHA also worked with consultants to assess its operations and capital planning process, but 
did not fully follow through on their recommendations. The Boston Consulting Group identified 
savings and new revenues that could have grown to $338 million by 2016. However, a 2014 
Comptroller’s Office audit found NYCHA could not “assess the extent to which recommendations 
were implemented, anticipated cost savings and revenues were achieved, and funds were available 
to be redirected to the frontline.”65 

The most recent financial plan update, presented in the New York City Council Report released 
in March 2015, continues to project deficits: $98.2 million in 2015 growing to $194.2 million by 
2019. (See Table 5.) Public housing revenues are projected to grow 4.9 percent for the period, while 
expenses are projected to increase 9.1 percent. Rental income is expected to grow 4.9 percent as 
rent increases are phased in.  Expenditure growth will continue to be driven by fringe benefits and 
utilities costs, which will grow 13.9 percent and 10.7 percent, respectively. 

There are two adjustments to make to these projections. First, the plan does not account for the 
Mayor’s proposal to eliminate NYCHA’s police payment; if this is approved in the fiscal year 2016 
City budget, deficits will decrease by $70 million each year. Second, the federal operating subsidy 
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should grow by the same percent as expenses; however, in 2019, the subsidy is projected to remain 
flat.  If the subsidy grows at the same rate (1.8 percent) as expenses in 2019, then the 2019 deficit 
would decrease an additional $17 million in that year. These adjustments drop projected deficits to 
$79.6 million in 2016, $78.9 million in 2017, $91.2 million in 2018, and $107.2 million in 2019.

The March 2015 plan did not present a new gap-closing plan to balance the 2015 budget. 
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ADJUSTED SURPLUS/
(DEFICIT) ($98,189) ($79,644) ($78,896) ($91,178) ($107,193)

Table 5: NYCHA's 2015-2019 Financial Plan
(dollars in thousands)

REVENUES
Revenue from Operations $1,014,980 $1,040,438 $1,056,405 $1,061,372 $1,066,412

Tenant Rental Revenues $996,820 $1,020,785 $1,036,147 $1,040,697 $1,045,307
Other Revenue from
Operations $18,160 $19,653 $20,258 $20,675 $21,105

Subsidies & Other
Revenues $1,043,582 $1,052,614 $1,069,073 $1,089,326 $1,093,460

Federal Operating
Subsidy $897,027 $908,065 $921,158 $944,976 $944,976

Section 8 Phased
Conversion $49,773 $53,524 $55,733 $57,996 $60,312

City Funds $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Other Revenues $96,782 $91,025 $92,182 $86,354 $88,172

Total Revenues $2,058,562 $2,093,052 $2,125,478 $2,150,698 $2,159,872

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

EXPENDITURES
Personal Service $1,203,113 $1,198,758 $1,220,782 $1,236,703 $1,254,100

Salaries $588,932 $590,899 $593,245 $590,159 $587,182
Overtime & Shift
Differential $76,751 $54,859 $54,927 $54,927 $54,927

Fringe $537,430 $553,000 $572,610 $591,617 $611,991
Other Than Personal
Services (OTPS) $953,639 $1,043,936 $1,053,593 $1,075,173 $1,099,976

Leases, Supplies,
Equipment & Contracts $251,763 $251,816 $252,007 $253,595 $255,487

Utilities $592,983 $610,229 $616,296 $634,851 $656,546
NYC Police Payment $0 $70,000 $70,000 $70,000 $70,000
PILOTs $33,234 $33,585 $34,210 $33,156 $31,762
Other OTPS $75,659 $78,306 $81,080 $83,571 $86,181

Total Expenditures $2,156,752 $2,242,694 $2,274,375 $2,311,876 $2,354,076

($98,189) ($149,644) ($148,896) ($161,178) ($194,203)SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

ADJUSTMENTS
Permanent Elimination of
Police Payment -- $70,000 $70,000 $70,000 $70,000

Federal Operating Subsidy
Adjustment -- -- -- -- $17,010

Notes :  Excludes noncash i tems such as  OPEB and depreciation. Other Revenues includes debt service subs idies , capita l  fund
reimbursements , interest on investments , Section 8 management fees , and other revenues . Other OTPS includes debt services , insurance,
and other OTPS spending. Tota ls  and deficits  may not add due to rounding.

Source:  The Counci l  of the City of New York, Finance Divis ion, Report on the 2015-2019 Operating and Capital Budget & the Fiscal 2015
Preliminary Mayor's Management Report: New York City Housing Authority,  "Appendix B: 2015-2019 Operating Budget (Genera l  Fund)" (March 26,
2015), pp. 19-20.  
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Chair and Chief Executive Officer Shola Olatoye has stated she will announce a strategic plan for NYCHA 
next month. This plan should address NYCHA’s projected continued operating budget deficits. The following 
recommendations should be part of that agenda.

Raise Operating Revenues

NYCHA failed to maximize its own operating revenues even as federal aid became less reliable. Instead it ap-
pealed to the City for additional resources and diverted funds from its federal capital subsidy to cover opera-
tional expenses.  While it cannot generally increase revenues by increasing rents like most landlords, it does 
have options to bolster its resources to become financially stable and less impaired by shortfalls in Congres-
sional appropriations: 

Improve Rent Collection Rates — Monthly rent collection rates should be raised from 77 percent to 
NYCHA’s target of 95 percent. Losses due to rent arrears totaled almost $50 million in 2013; CBC 
estimates achieving the target rent collection rate would increase NYCHA’s annual rent revenues by 
$38.5 million in 2015.  In light of the financial impact of collections losses and the substantial wait list 
of 247,000 families, rent collections should be prioritized.66

Increase Nonrental Income — Tenant charges for parking have changed only twice in the last decade. 
In 2013 NYCHA implemented reserved parking permits and increased rates significantly at 43 devel-
opments, from $75 per year to $340 per year, still dramatically below market rates. Prices for nonresi-
dents are higher than for residents but are not differentiated by borough or neighborhood—in contrast 
to the variable pricing of public and private lots across the city. NYCHA’s financial plan reflects rate in-
creases in some parking lots, but parking rates should be increased further to equal local market rates.  
CBC estimates NYCHA can gain $14.4 million in annual revenues based on conservative assumptions 
that price monthly parking at $200 in Manhattan and $100 in other boroughs and that one-half of 
spaces are permitted.

Monthly utility appliance fees should also be increased. Tenants do not pay monthly utility bills and 
have no incentive to reduce use.  Tenants now pay monthly fees of $10 for air conditioners, $5.75 
for washing machines, $10 for freezers, and $5 for dishwashers. Increasing these fees could raise ad-
ditional revenues while potentially curbing energy consumption. Increasing all appliance fees by $5 
per month would increase NYCHA’s annual revenues between $5.6 million and $10.8 million.67 Alter-
natively, NYCHA could meter its units and give each tenant free utilities up to the average cost for a 
rent-stabilized apartment, with tenants responsible for any cost above the threshold. While this would 
entail a significant upfront capital investment, the payback period for recouping this investment is rela-
tively short.68

NYCHA should also continue to expand its commercial revenues, which currently comprise only one-
half of one percent of its public housing revenues. It should start collecting or increasing rents from 
nonprofit tenants, and explore opportunities for other commercial enterprises on NYCHA land.  A 5 
percent increase in commercial rents, rent collection from nonprofits, and expansion of other commer-
cial activities would conservatively yield $1.5 million in 2015.

Curb Expenses

Significantly Curtail Borough Offices and Increase Property-Level Accountability — NYCHA has 
three layers of management: the central office, borough offices, and project level. The borough of-
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fices increase overhead costs and dilute accountability for repairs and service.  The Boston Consulting 
Group found the borough offices “contain significant shadow function activity” in departments such as 
budget, human resources, and IT. 69 Borough offices should be substantially curtailed, with responsibili-
ties devolved down to property managers for maintenance, operations, and repairs.  CBC estimates a 
20 percent reduction in borough office headcount, phased in over five years, would save $7 million in 
2015 growing to $33.2 million in 2019. 

In January 2015 NYCHA launched a pilot program to increase authority of property managers at 18 
developments in the Bronx, Brooklyn, and Manhattan. Participating property managers have more 
control over staff, and skilled trade workers must report to them directly rather than to the borough or 
central offices. The pilot also introduces standardized performance metrics, introduces processes and 
procedures built on best practices, and requires increased communication between the property man-
ager and tenants.70 This is a good start, and NYCHA should publicly report on the results of the pilot, 
including cost savings and impact on maintenance. 

Eliminate Redundant Community and Senior Centers  —  In 2014 NYCHA spent $17 million to fund 
57 community and senior centers retained when the City’s social service agencies took over provision 
of most senior and community services from NYCHA. The City’s agencies are best suited to provid-
ing these services for residents and can serve all residents from the centers the agencies took over in 
2013. NYCHA should devote all of its efforts to providing quality housing. Eliminating these functions 
will save $18.6 million annually starting in 2016, when City support is no longer expected. 

The gap-closing measures presented in Table 6 are low-hanging fruit that would produce $72.2 million 
in resources in 2015 growing to $121.1 million in 2019– eliminating NYCHA’s budget gaps and pro-
ducing surpluses starting in 2016. 

Table 6: CBC Recommendations
(dollars in thousands)

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
($98,189) ($79,644) ($78,896) ($91,178) ($107,193)DEFICIT (Net of Adjustments)

$72,150 $97,840 $104,880 $113,029 $121,105GAP-CLOSING MEASURES
Increase Rent Collections to 95% Target $38,450 $39,400 $40,400 $41,410 $42,445
Parking Rate Increases $14,400 $14,400 $14,400 $14,400 $14,400
Utility Charge Increases $10,800 $10,800 $10,800 $10,800 $10,800
Increase Commercial Revenues $1,500 $1,540 $1,580 $1,620 $1,660
Reduce Borough Offices $7,000 $13,100 $19,100 $26,200 $33,200
Eliminate Redundant Centers $0 $18,600 $18,600 $18,600 $18,600

REMAINING GAP ($26,039) $18,196 $25,984 $21,851 $13,911
LONG-TERM RECOMMENDATION
Improve Cost-Effectiveness of Property
Managment
Example: 10% reduction in the per-unit
operating cost gap between NYCHA and
rent-stabilized units 

$0 $68,352 $68,352 $68,352 $68,352

SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) ($26,039) $86,548 $94,336 $90,203 $82,263
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Improve Productivity

Use Job Order Contracts (JOCs) to Perform More Routine Maintenance —  Continued improvement 
in performing maintenance work must remain a priority. JOCs streamline and shorten the procure-
ment process by awarding one contract to fund a variety of small, non-complex, repetitive jobs with 
minimal design requirements at a particular site.  NYCHA has successfully used JOCs to implement se-
curity upgrades, but it has not relied on them to the same extent for routine maintenance tasks.  JOCs 
should be evaluated to determine whether they are appropriately managed, generating cost savings, 
and improving the quality of maintenance and repairs. To the extent that JOCs are found to be more 
cost-effective, NYCHA should expand their use to more developments.

Negotiate Work Rule Changes in Collective Bargaining — Work performed after 4:30 p.m. and on 
weekends, when most residents are home, is compensated at overtime rates.  NYCHA should nego-
tiate work schedule flexibility in current negotiations with the Teamsters for the Housing Authority 
titles.

Explore More Cost-Effective Operating Approaches — In the long term, NYCHA should follow the 
example of other large urban public housing authorities that are working with private property man-
agement companies.  In addition to providing savings, this may instruct NYCHA on which aspects of 
its management and operation could be altered to improve services or lower costs.

Several U.S. housing authorities that have taken this approach report substantial success, includ-
ing Miami-Dade Housing Authority, Chicago Housing Authority, and Atlanta Housing Authority. The 
Miami-Dade Housing Authority (MDHA) experience is particularly informative because it included an 
impact evaluation to compare operating costs of privately and publically managed units with similar 
characteristics. In 1994 MDHA converted 14 percent of its 12,000 units to private management. Four 
years later its evaluation revealed that operating costs for privately-managed units were lower than 
operating costs for units remaining under public control. In the first year of the analysis, average an-
nual management costs per unit were $4,062 and $4,235 for privately managed and publicly managed 
units, respectively. Over the course of the four-year study, costs decreased 20 percent among private-
ly-managed units while average costs increased by three percent among publicly-managed units, lead-
ing to annual cost savings of $1,112 per unit. Many of the cost savings derived from more efficient 
maintenance and procurement.71

NYCHA’s monthly per-unit operating costs exceed those of rent-stabilized landlords by $320.  If that 
gap is reduced 10 percent, there would be savings of $68.4 million starting in 2016.  

NYCHA has already taken initial steps in this direction. In 2014 NYCHA transferred the management 
of six Section 8 properties to two private development companies. The developers will provide sub-
stantial funds for renovations and will begin to receive annual federal subsidies to support building 
operations.  Though this agreement relates to Section 8 properties, it is an important initiative that 
should be evaluated as a model for other developments.

Public housing is a massive enterprise in New York City. This report demonstrates the status quo is unsus-
tainable, and NYCHA needs to implement a strong plan to close operating deficits.  Renewed interest in 
public housing by State and City officials and new leadership at NYCHA offer the opportunity to build a solid 
new foundation. 
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APPENDIX A: OPERATING FUND RULE
HUD uses the Operating Fund Rule to calculate annual subsidies for housing authorities.  Instead of us-
ing actual expenses, HUD calculates expense costs for each housing authority, and makes adjustments if 
necessary.72 The calculation uses a regression model with 10 independent variables: number of units, age of 
property, bedroom mix, building type, occupancy type (family, senior), neighborhood poverty rate, percent of 
households assisted, ownership type (profit, non-profit, or limited dividend), location (central city, suburban, 
rural), and metropolitan area.  NYCHA’s monthly per-unit subsidy cannot exceed $480 before utilities, which 
is higher than the $420 ceiling for all other authorities.73 

Utility expenses are calculated as a product of each utility’s rate, consumption level, and an inflation fac-
tor, with an incentive to reduce consumption.74 Each utility’s rate is equal to actual costs divided by actual 
consumption. The consumption level is based on the actual consumption levels of each utility during the 
12-month period ending June 30th that is six months prior to the first day of the funding period. The con-
sumption level is adjusted for an incentive to reduce consumption; current consumption levels are compared 
to a rolling base consumption level, which is calculated over the three preceding years. If current levels 
increase, then the public housing authority absorbs 75 percent of the increase; if current consumption de-
creases, then the housing authority retains 75 percent of the decrease. After the adjustment is made, the 
consumption level is multiplied by the utility rate and an inflation/deflation factor provided annually by the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Housing authorities can request additional operating subsidies for energy loan amortization, payments in 
lieu of taxes, asset management fees, and information technology fees. Once all expenses are calculated, the 
formula subtracts rent charged to tenants; as a result, increases in rent revenue generally lower the operating 
subsidy, all else being equal.
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APPENDIX B: TENANT RENTS
NYCHA’s power to set and to increase rents is governed by federal laws and regulations. Rents do not vary 
by location, condition, or amenities available in the development; instead rent is the lesser of 30 percent of 
household income or a “flat rent” based on unit size.  

Rent as 30 Percent of Income

The majority of tenants choose this payment option because it is less expensive than the flat rent for house-
holds with low incomes. Rents are calculated by taking 30 percent of monthly family income and subtracting 
deductions for dependents, elderly or disabled households, medical expenses, child care expenses for work-
ing families, and the first year of earnings for a newly employed member of the household.  NYCHA verifies 
tenant family income once each year and at any time the family reports an income change.75  

Flat Rents

Flat rents are intended to encourage tenants to work and to save since their rent will not necessarily increase 
with income. Most higher-income households pay the flat rent.76 As of January 2014, new HUD regulations 
set flat rents at 80 percent of fair market rent (FMR), a metric HUD publishes annually that varies with apart-
ment size. In 2015 New York City’s FMR is $1,249 for a 1-bedroom apartment, $1,481 for a 2-bedroom 
apartment, and $1,904 for a 3-bedroom apartment, making NYCHA’s flat rents $999, $1,185, and $1,523, 
respectively. 
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